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SUMMARY
A new method to admit large Courant numbers in the numerical simulation of multiphase flow is pre-
sented. The governing equations are discretized in time using an adaptive  -method. However, the use of
implicit discretizations does not guarantee convergence of the nonlinear solver for large Courant numbers.
In this work, a double-fixed point iteration method with backtracking is presented, which improves both
convergence and convergence rate. Moreover, acceleration techniques are presented to yield a more robust
nonlinear solver with increased effective convergence rate. The new method reduces the computational effort
by strengthening the coupling between saturation and velocity, obtaining an efficient backtracking parame-
ter, using a modified version of Anderson’s acceleration and adding vanishing artificial diffusion. © 2016
The Authors. International Journal for Numerical Methods in Fluids Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many porous media flow problems involve highly heterogeneous domains including features such
as fractures, which result in a wide range of element sizes and hence local Courant numbers [1].
Moreover, the use of dynamic mesh adaptivity to capture sharp saturation fronts when one fluid
phase displaces another can also introduce very small elements [1, 2]. It is desirable that compu-
tational efficiency should not be compromised by having the time step limited by a few very large
values of local Courant number. Numerical simulations with Courant numbers greater than unity do
not always yield poor solutions [3].
Newton methods have been traditionally used to solve porous media multiphase flows [4, 5].
Likewise, the fixed point method of Anderson (termed here the FPMA) has also been used [1, 6–8]
because of its simplicity, as it solves the discretized equations directly and because of its fewer
requirements to achieve convergence [9].
Convergence of the solver is never guaranteed when dealing with a nonlinear system of equations.
Both local and global convergence must be considered. In the former, the initial guess must be close
to the solution, while in the latter, the initial guess can be far from the solution [10]. Many methods
have been developed in order to obtain global convergence, such as the trust region method and
the backtracking method [10, 11]. In this paper, a modification of the FPMA with acceleration that
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allows large Courant numbers is presented. The work is motivated by the fact that the use of a simple
FPMA is not enough to achieve convergence when dealing with large local Courant numbers.
The approach presented in this paper is based on four main ideas. First, a nested and cheaper
FPMA is performed in order to accelerate the convergence of the nonlinear solver. Second, a more
robust convergence is achieved by using backtracking techniques. Third, the convergence rate is
increased using acceleration techniques based on Anderson’s method [6]. Fourth, the convergence
and convergence rate are increased through the use of artificial diffusion that vanishes when the
solution has converged. These methods create a very efficient, more robust nonlinear solver that is
able to solve for very large Courant numbers using few iterations.
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The discretization used is presented in [1] and in [8]; here, only a summary of the equations is
presented. Darcy’s law for multiphase flow can be written as

˛
u˛ D rp C su˛; (1)
where u˛ is the phase saturation-weighted Darcy velocity of phase ˛, p is the pressure of the system
and su˛ is a source term, which may include gravity. ˛ is defined as

˛
D ˛S˛ .Kr˛ K/1 ; (2)
where K is the permeability tensor, and Kr˛ , ˛ and S˛ are the relative permeability, viscosity and
saturation of phase ˛, respectively.
The saturation equation assuming incompressible and isothermal flow can be written as

@S˛
@t
C r  .u˛S˛/ D scty;˛; (3)
where  is the porosity and scty is a source term.
To close the system of equations, the saturation is constrained by
nX
˛D1
S˛ D 1; 8 n; (4)
where n is the number of phases.
The spatial discretization considered in this paper is based on the control volume finite element
method [1, 8, 12–14] in which the velocity and pressure are discretized using finite elements, and
saturation and other conserved quantities are discretized using the control volumes. However, the
method reported is independent of the spatial discretization scheme. Time is discretized using an
implicit ‚-method, where ‚ smoothly varies between 0.5 (Crank–Nicholson) and 1 (implicit Euler)
based on a total variation diminishing criterion (see [15] for more details). This method guarantees
that the time-discretization scheme is unconditionally stable for any time step, making the nonlinear
solver the only limiting factor for the time step size.
3. A RELAXED TWO-FIXED POINT ITERATION SOLVER WITH ACCELERATION
To solve the nonlinear system of equations formed by Eqs (1), (3) and (4), a FPMA method is con-
sidered. The usual FPMA workflow for this system consists of first estimating a pressure solution
from a saturation estimation, that is, the saturation estimation is used to calculate  . Next, an esti-
mate for velocity is obtained from the pressure, and finally, the saturation is updated. The solver
iterates until a certain pre-defined saturation tolerance is reached or a maximum number of iterations
are performed. Here, a modified approach is considered.
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According to [16], the main source of nonlinearity is the saturation equation (Eq. (3)) arising from
the nonlinear relationships between relative permeability and saturation and (when included) cap-
illary pressure and saturation, which result in a nonlinear relationship between fluid phase velocity
and saturation. Thus, as shown in [5] for Newton solvers, only an extra step is required in order to
stabilize the equations and increase the resilience and convergence of the nonlinear solver. Likewise,
here, an extra step is added in the FPMA procedure. In this step, after calculating the saturation field,
a solution is sought in a trust region by forcing the solution to fulfil the physical restrictions of the
problem. Thus, the saturation field obtained after solving Eq. (3) is truncated to be within physical
values. The truncation does not affect conservation of mass so long as the nonlinear solver achieves
convergence, in which case no truncation is necessary because the values obtained are physically
plausible.
The method outlined previously involves four modifications to the common FPMA method that
can be applied independently. Each of these modifications are described in the following sections,
and the overall algorithm is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Flow chart showing the steps of the algorithm. There are three main loops in total. The solid lines
denote the time loop. The dotted lines denotes the fixed point iteration method, which is used to solve the
nonlinear system of equations. The dashed lines denote the saturation fixed point iteration, which is used to
accelerate the fixed point method of Anderson.
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3.1. Saturation fixed point iteration
In porous media flow, the pressure field change is slower than the saturation field, and this fea-
ture of the solution has been used to admit Courant numbers over unity using implicit pressure
explicit saturation formulations [17]. Here, an equivalent approach is considered in order to accel-
erate the convergence. Recalculating 
˛
with the new estimation of the saturation, S 0
k
; provides a
good approximation to recalculate a new velocity estimation without recalculating the pressure field.
This implies that an inner FPMA can be performed in order to increase the convergence speed of
the nonlinear solver.
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the proposed nonlinear solver. Three loops are considered.
The solid line is the time loop (Figure 1 line (C)). The dotted-line is the classical FPMA loop
(Figure 1 line (B)). The dashed-line (Figure 1 line (A)) is the inner FPMA loop proposed in this
subsection, whose computational cost is approximately one-third of a conventional FPMA (this cost
has been obtained by profiling the code for several cases). This latter iterative process only loops
over the saturation. It is denoted as the saturation fixed point iteration (SFPI).
3.2. Relaxation parameter based on the history of convergence
A relaxation parameter (') can be used to increase the convergence of a solver [10]; moreover, for
nonlinear solvers, like in the Newton solver with relaxation, it is a common procedure to obtain
global rather than local convergence [18]. Thus, a relaxation method is considered here to improve
the convergence of the FPMA. This is implemented after obtaining the saturation field (Figure 1
box (5)). The method is based on weighting the new guess of the field obtained after solving the
equations with the value of the field in the previous iteration of the solver. In the case of the proposed
nonlinear solver, the new guess of the saturation field is obtained using
S 0k D 'Sk C .1  '/Sk1 ; (5)
where Sk is the value of saturation obtained at this SFPI, Sk1 is the saturations obtained in the
previous SFPI, ' is the relaxation parameter and S 0
k
is the new estimation of the saturation.
Some authors have calculated the relaxation parameter, ', in advance based on information about
the flow [5]. Other options are based on exploring the different residuals obtained without updating
the solution, to finally calculate the optimal parameter and then update the solution [10]. Here, a
similar approach to this latter option is considered, with the difference that the solution is always
updated.
At the beginning of a SFPI, the relaxation parameter is set to the value prescribed by the user.
Within the SFPI, ' is calculated as the value that yields the best convergence ratio reducing the
residual of the saturation. To this end, the last three values of the ratio of convergence of the residual
are stored together with their corresponding relaxation parameter '. A second-order system is cre-
ated, and an optimal ' is calculated [10]. However, when no data are available or no minima can be
obtained, the algorithm calculates ' solely based on the last value and its consequent convergence
ratio. ' is increased if the method is converging and decreased otherwise. This guarantees that the
algorithm explores the whole range of possible values for ', between a maximum of 1 and a min-
imum value, 0.1 is recommended in [10] to find the most efficient value of ': However, the most
efficient value for the current iteration is not necessarily optimal for future iterations, so a new value
is found for each iteration.
3.3. Acceleration of the nonlinear solver
Due to the slow convergence of the FPMA, [6] proposed an acceleration method in which the new
guess is relaxed using previous estimations (Figure 1 box (5)). To this end, an optimal relaxation
parameter is calculated for each previous estimation, which requires an optimization system to be
created and solved. Here, a modified Anderson acceleration method is considered. Instead of using
a different relaxation parameter for each previous estimation, the weighting of the previous estima-
tions is solely based on the single relaxation parameter, ', introduced previously, meaning it is not
necessary to solve an optimization system.
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After solving Eq. (3), the saturation is relaxed using the last two values of saturation inside the
SFPI. The new saturation is obtained using
S 0k D 'Sk C .1  '/Sk1 C .1  '/.ˇC1/'.Sk2  Sk1/; (6)
where Sk2 is the saturation estimate obtained in the previous SFPI to Sk1 . ˇ is the exponent that
controls the relative importance of Sk1 and Sk2 depending on the relaxation parameter '.
For values of ˇ below 0.4, the relative importance of Sk2 is increased over Sk1 (Figure 2 (a)); for
values of ˇ above 0.4, Sk2 is always below Sk1 (Figure 2 (b)), and as the value of ˇ increases, the
importance of Sk2 decreases (Figure 2 (c)). The shape of the curve formed from the weight of Sk2
(Figure 2) is asymmetric, being higher for smaller values of ', when convergence is slow and the
system is more likely to be oscillating, than for high values of ' when the system is converging well
and no acceleration is required. Equation (6) guarantees consistency in the solution because the sum
of all the contributions to the final solution is 1. Equation (6) also limits the contribution of Sk2 in
the solution, which is a desired property as acceleration techniques can lead to divergence [7].
To increase robustness and avoid extra iterations, we use Eq. (5) for the final saturation update to
ensure that the terms .1  '/.ˇC1/ and .Sk2  Sk1/ do not contribute to the calculated saturation.
One extra SFPI using Eq. (5) is performed.
3.4. Vanishing artificial diffusion in the saturation equation
The introduction of artificial diffusion is a well-known method to increase the stability of the
numerical discretizations. However, the final solution obtained contains non-physical diffusion that
modifies the results.
Here, an artificial diffusion is introduced, which depends on the difference of the saturation
between two iterations of the nonlinear solver, so the artificial diffusion becomes zero when conver-
gence is achieved (this step is performed when calculating the saturation, Figure 1 box (4)). In this
way, the artificial diffusion is introduced only in regions of the domain where convergence is diffi-
cult. Moreover, the amount of artificial diffusion varies depending on the difficulty of convergence
in the different regions of the domain.
Equation (3) is modified in order to add the artificial diffusion term

@Sk˛
@t
C r  .u˛Sk˛  r.Sk˛  Sk0˛// D scty;˛; (7)
where  is the over-relaxation term that controls the amount of artificial diffusion and k is the inner
iteration number. Thus, Sk0˛ is the saturation of phase ˛ obtained at the previous SFPI (or FPMA if
no SFPI is performed).
Figure 2. Weight of the different saturations, Ski , used to obtain the new S 0k depending on the relaxation
parameter ' for different values of ˇ: (a) Shows a big importance of Sk2 , even more important than Sk1 .(b) Sk2 is always less important than Sk1 . (c) Sk2 is barely considered. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Note that this method is completely independent of the nonlinear solver considered to solve
the system of equations. The value of  is recommended to be selected so a Peclet-like number,
defined as
Pe D jrpj
l
; (8)
where l is the characteristic length (e.q. element length) and rp, the gradient of pressure, is always
> 10, that is, the artificial diffusion introduced per element is at least one order of magnitude smaller
than the viscous effects (the numerator in Eq. (8)). It is important not to deviate the nonlinear solver
too far from the correct path to the solution, because that can lead to more iterations to achieve
convergence.
4. RESULTS
The method presented here is tested for three different test cases numbered 4.1–4.3. In all of them,
we simulate two-phase immiscible flow in which one fluid phase displaces another fluid phase in a
porous medium. To obtain the relative permeability for all the test cases, the Brooks–Corey model
[19] is used:
krw .Sw/ D

Sw  Swirr
1  Swirr  Snwr
nw
; (9)
krw .Sw/ D

Snw  Snwr
1  Swirr  Snwr
nnw
; (10)
where Sw and Snw are the wetting and non-wetting phase saturations, Swirr and Snwr are the
irreducible wetting and non-wetting phase saturations, and nw and nnw are the exponents for the
wetting and non-wetting phases, respectively. The exponents of the relative permeability model are
nw D nnw D 2.
Unless otherwise stated,  D 102; for all the cases, for the wetting phase and 0 for the non-
wetting phase in Eq. (7). All remaining parameters for the test cases are provided in Table I.
In all test cases, the domain is initially saturated with the non-wetting phase at .1  Swirr/: The
wetting phase is injected through the left boundary, and flow is allowed to exit through the right
boundary. The wetting phase is injected at a uniform constant velocity. On the outflow boundary,
the pressure is set to 0.
Porosity and permeability are assumed homogeneous for the first and third cases (4.1 and 4.3).
For case 4.2, the permeability is heterogeneous and isotropic; regions of constant K are considered.
For cases 4.1 and 4.2, gravity effects are not considered. For case 4.3, gravity is acting in the vertical
direction with a dimensionless acceleration of 1.
In the numerical experiments, three solution approaches are compared. The first is a simple FPMA
(' D 1), the second is FPMA with constant ' and no acceleration procedures (using the most
efficient '), and the third is adaptive ' with SFPI (with a maximum limit of nine iterations) and
using acceleration with ˇ D 0:4.
For the first test case (Section 4.1), the importance of using vanishing artificial diffusion is also
tested. The total equivalent number of FPMAs is used as a comparison criterion. Regarding the
Table I. Model set-up for the test cases 4.1–4.3
M 0  K1 K2 Swirr Snwr  uin Length # ele
4.1 1 0.2 1.0 N/A 0.2 0.3 0 0.2 1.0 1400
4.2 5 0.2 1.0 1000 0.2 0.3 0 1.0 1.0 8655
4.3 1 0.2 1.0 N/A 0.2 0.3 0.289 1.0 1.0 9656
M 0 is the viscosity contrasts between the phases, and uin is the inlet velocity.
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SFPI, as shown previously, each iteration requires one-third (computational time) of an FPMA, and
therefore, it is considered as one-third in the total equivalent number of FPMA.
To check the convergence of the numerical simulations, the square of the L2-norm of the size of
the correction over all the nodes is tested:
f .S/ D
NX
i

S 0
k
 Sk1
'N
2
i
; (11)
where N is the total number of nodes. This criterion has been used previously for FPMA, especially
for spiral-wise convergence, and it requires less computations than calculating the residual [20].
The solver iterates until the functional defined in Eq. (11) reaches the tolerance defined by the
user, as shown in Figure 1 or the maximum number of FPMA is reached. The stopping criterion
for the SPFI is the same as for the FPMA in terms of tolerance; however, the number of iterations
is restricted as it may not be converging to the real solution, because the pressure is not updated.
The FPMA (and SFPI) convergence criterion is to achieve an f .S/ D 109 for all the cases. To
allow comparison of this convergence criterion with others based on using the residual, we find that
achieving an f .S/ D 109 for the case 4.1 is equivalent to achieving an absolute residual of about
108, measured using a normalized L2-norm.
Figure 3. Saturation profile at the same point in time using different Courant numbers.
Table II. L1 and L2 errors using different Courant numbers.
Courant number 0.5 5.0 50 250
L1 2:6  103 5:63  103 2:44  102 7:86  102
L2 1:6  104 2:32  103 2:96  103 5:62  103
Table III. Average number of equivalent fixed point method of Anderson
iterations per time step for different approaches and Courant numbers.
' D 1 ' Fixed ' Adaptive accel.
Courant number  D 0  ¤ 0  D 0  ¤ 0  D 0  ¤ 0
0.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
5.0 N/A > 500 15.3 9.0 10.0 4.7
50 N/A N/A 145.8 40.0 47.4 13.0
250 N/A N/A > 500 59.5 289.0 29.0
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4.1. 1D immiscible displacement
In this test case, a non-wetting phase is displaced by a wetting phase generating a shock front that
is moved through the domain. Pseudo 1D simulations are performed with four different Courant
numbers to evaluate the performance of the method presented here. Figure 3 shows the 1D solutions
compared with the semi-analytical solution (see [21] and Table II, the corresponding errors normal-
ized by the number of nodes). As expected, as the Courant number is increased, the solution is more
diffusive. Nonetheless, the behaviour of the system is well represented, and mass is conserved.
Table III shows that the inclusion of artificial diffusion of Eq. (7) proves to be very useful in order
to reduce the number of FPMAs required to obtain convergence; however, backtracking techniques
are necessary to obtain results with Courant numbers above 1. The dynamic calculation of ' together
with the acceleration methods presented here improve the convergence of the FPMA solver, espe-
cially for large Courant numbers. Figure 4 shows the time series of number of equivalent FPMAs
for three cases with a Courant number of 50. It can be seen that the use of over-relaxation stabilizes
the solver and that the solution obtained using the method presented here is the most stable and
converges faster.
4.2. 2D model of fractured rock domain
Here, a fracture model is considered. The fractures have very high permeability (1000 times higher
than the surrounding matrix) and very high aspect ratio (width 1000 times smaller than the size of
the model domain).
This model is designed to demonstrate that highly anisotropic meshes and large variations in
material properties can be handled by the presented methodology. The mesh and the permeability
map are shown in Figure 5(a). Three different experiments are compared. Table IV shows the FPMA
necessary to convergence for different Courant numbers. Likewise, Figure 5(b–d) shows snapshots
of the injected phase saturation at the same time for solutions obtained using the Courant numbers
specified in Table IV. The behaviour of the model is consistent between different Courant numbers,
introducing the injected phase preferentially through the highly permeable fractures, inside which
the flow is effectively like in test case 4.1.
Compared with the previous model, here, the presented method proves to be much more useful
as it is able to deal with Courant numbers up to 8600, while without this method, the solver cannot
converge for Courant numbers above 5, which is very restrictive considering the very small elements
(104 times smaller than the biggest element) appearing in the mesh.
Figure 4. Number of equivalent fixed point methods of Anderson necessary to converge for three different
configurations with a Courant number of 50. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 5. 2D model of fractures, from [22]. (a) Shows the permeability map plus the mesh used, composed
of 8655 elements; (b), (c) and (d) show the injected phase saturation at the same time using different Courant
numbers during injection into the left-hand face (following the same ordering used in Table V). [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Table IV. Average number of equivalent fixed point
method of Anderson iterations per time step for different
approaches and Courant numbers.
Courant number ' D 1 ' Fixed ' Adaptive accel.
5 2.0 2.0 2.0
215 N/A N/A 3.33
8600 N/A N/A 75
4.3. 3D model with gravity
In this section, a 3D displacement with gravity is considered. The inclusion of gravity is important
as it adds another source of nonlinearity in the equations [5].
Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the injected phase saturation obtained using the methodology pre-
sented here and four different Courant numbers (0.5 (a), 5 (b), 50 (c) and 200 (d)). As expected, the
behaviour is consistent, showing higher diffusion as the Courant number is increased but the same
overall flow behaviour. In this case, the diffusion appears as a thicker ‘tongue’ of the injected phase.
In Figure 6(b), the front is thicker, and the tip is retarded compared with (a); in Figure 6(c) and (d),
the diffusion has expanded the front spanning the whole domain.
Table V shows that despite it being a 3D model including gravity, the presented method
can achieve convergence in just 19 FPMA equivalent iterations for the case with the highest
Courant number.
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Figure 6. Saturation profile of the experiment shown in Table V at the same time using Courant numbers of
0.5 (a), 5 (b), 50 (c) and 200 (d). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Table V. Average number of equivalent fixed point
method of Anderson iterations per time step for different
approaches and Courant numbers.
Courant number ' D 1 ' Fixed ' Adaptive accel.
0.5 2.0 2.0 2.0
5.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
50 N/A 20.5 12.0
200 N/A 31.5 19.0
5. CONCLUSIONS
An efficient and robust nonlinear solver with acceleration is presented. First, computational cost is
reduced by adding a nested FPMA with a lower computational cost (approximately one-third of the
conventional FPMA). Second, the convergence is improved by relaxing the saturation field after it is
calculated, with the relaxation parameter calculated based only on the history of convergence. Third,
the convergence rate is improved using a modification of Anderson’s acceleration. Fourth, vanishing
artificial diffusion is introduced in order to both aid the convergence and the convergence rate of the
nonlinear solver. The method proposed is simple to implement and has been tested against different
numerical simulations using a wide range of Courant numbers (up to 8600), showing it can achieve
convergence rapid and robustly with respect to large Courant numbers.
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